Established in 1875, the stock exchange is Asia's first & the Fastest Stock Exchange in the world with the speed of 6 micro seconds and one of India's leading exchange groups. Over the past 140 years, this stock exchange has facilitated the growth of the Indian corporate sector by providing it an efficient capital-raising platform.

**THEIR CHALLENGES**

The client was looking for a robust and reliable Process Automation solution which could help curb following challenges:

- Execution of complex EoD/ BoD processes which were scattered across different systems of organization
- Manual execution practices which took too long to complete the EoD/ BoD tasks every day
- Human resources who became bottlenecks in terms of dependency to execute the jobs
- Lot of operational errors due to dependency on human resources and manual executions

**OUR SOLUTIONS**

Perpetuiti deployed **Ops-Central™ RPA powered by Av3ar™** to automate EOD/ BOD Processes across different systems:

- Ops-Central™ automated all types of application related processes, including Command line, GUI, Windows and web based operations
- Ops-Central™ enabled a centralized management dashboard to monitor all configured jobs from various application servers
Ops-Central™ helped create standard and customized reports that enable them to view their JOB execution summary, along with a detailed view of each task item including start and end time as well as results

Ops-Central™ also addressed issues like automating BOW Windows Application on the database server, automating batch files and applications such as ‘Create IML’ and ‘IML Info’ from the application server, and automating file compression as well as copying across different servers.

**RESULTS BENEFITS TO BUSINESS**

- Automated scheduling of EoD/BoD jobs with a single click.
- End-to-End Automation of Application processes, batch files from the Remote Centralized entity
- Window Handle oriented Automation
- Human errors are eliminated through Automation
- Optimization of execution time and elimination of dependency on human resources
- Ease of report generation using web based GUI
- User friendly UI to add/delete/modify jobs & process

**4X FASTER EXECUTION OF BOD/ EOD PROCESSES**

**SINGLE-CLICK INITIATION OF BOD/ EOD PROCESSES**

**50% REDUCTION IN TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP**

**RTO REDUCED TO 30 MINUTES FROM 300 MINUTES**

**READY FOR YOUR OWN SUCCESS STORY?**

Get in touch with our automation experts and learn how you can fast-track your digital transformation initiatives.

- mkgtg@ptechnosoft.com
- +91 - 020 - 6687 8300

**About Perpetuuiti**

Perpetuuiti empowers people and businesses alike. We deliver the world’s most-comprehensive and urbane automation platforms making work more human. Our platforms deliver leading-edge automation solutions for modernizing resiliency management, and turbocharging the performance of your applications, IT and business operations at speed and scale to drive exponential efficiencies.

For more information, visit [www.ptechnosoft.com](http://www.ptechnosoft.com)